Versatile industry solutions used in
SAP environments.
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FORMS MANAGEMENT:
SAP FOR MOBILE SOLUTIONS SET UP. GET STARTED.

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS GmbH

In an increasingly fast
working world, complex and
customer-specific applications
are omnipresent.
Even for the best software
solutions, data migration, interface extensibility or forms
management are common
complements.

As a specialist in this field,
Advanced Applications GmbH,
the innovative SAP consulting
company, unites all services in
the SAP environment under one
roof.

consulting services in the areas
of management and organization. Thereby the experts
attach particular importance to
consistent and efficient business
process management.

Headquartered in Rottweil,
Germany, the globally active
company is an SAP VAR partner
and offers its customers SAP
products as well as developed
solutions based on SAP in conjunction with the corresponding
consulting services.

What is striking here is that
companies are increasingly
opting for integrative technologies to close the gap between
paper-based business processes
and enterprise applications.

In this regard, customers of
Advanced Applications can be
found in almost every industrial
sector: high-tech, medical technology, automotive, mechanical
and plant engineering, plastics
and process manufacturing,
pharmaceuticals and retail.
The solutions based on SAP
strengthen customers‘ innovative capabilities and support
them in implementing new
business concepts.

There are optimization opportunities along the entire value
chain that Advanced Application‘s consulting aims at.
Increasingly, flexible systems
are required when it comes to
integrating employees without
direct SAP access into processes, connecting different mobile
devices or making the large
variety of forms manageable.

Based on a high level of industry expertise and a long-standing
wealth of experience, Advanced Applications also provides
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The Advanced Applications development team was on fire when
REINER requested the integration
of its mobile marking devices
into SAP processes for internal
use. The use of the mobile REINER marking devices was to be
made possible by the customers
without great effort.

Forms are an integral part of
important business processes,
whether for purchase orders,
orders and invoices or as part
of planning and control tasks.
SAP solutions offer three different options for this purpose: Adobe Forms, Smartforms
and SAPscript.

This has led to practical application examples (Abap code +
forms) which are used by REINER
itself. These are available to
users as software downloads.
During this process, information
is retrieved from SAP through an
input or a scan process. With the
REINER printer installed under
Windows, output as text or barcode is then possible - directly
from SAP to the REINER marking
device!
The SAP form technology used
by Advanced Applications and
the print interface enable direct
printing without intermediate
steps. Depending on the process
application and requirements,
manual labelling is not required.
This not only avoids errors, but
also improves the readability
rate, which leads to an increase
in performance.
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The special features

at a glance:

• More process reliability and
increasing data quality:
The mobile printer generates directly readable, unique
information or barcodes on
documents or objects.
• Less time and money spent
on form design and maintenance.
• Ready-made forms and a
Quick Start Guide are already available for download:
www.reiner.de/downloads
Since they are immediately
operational, they will serve
as „best practices“ for rapid
implementation.
• With Advanced Applications, you can quickly
implement form-based
processes for new or changed business requirements.
The SAP consulting experts
are available to you for
individual consultation.
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True to the holistic approach
of „mastering diversity and
versions“, Advanced Applications regularly provides its own
solutions that can be used as
modular customer solutions.

